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ConnectedMinds
On Friday 25th January keen female footballers from Thomas 
Bennett  were given an experience when the Women?s SSE FA Cup 
trophy was bought to the school.

This wonderful opportunity inspired many of the girls to pursue a 
sports career which is further helped by having Charlotte Young, a 
Crawley Wasp footballer teach at the School.

Read more - click here

This week saw four Year 8 students from Thomas Bennett  
Community College attend the STEM Club Robotics Regional 
Competit ion organised by Tomorrow?s Engineers and in associat ion 
with the RAF.

It  was an excit ing day for all four students and the day was made up 
of several parts.  The students were tasked at the start  of the day 
with the building and programming of a robot to carry out a number 
of specified tasks based around the idea of  aid.  

Read more - click here
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The magic of the FA Cup comes to Thomas Bennet t  Community College

Crawley students take home win at  regional robot ics compet it ion

The Crawley student  who is inspiring everyone
After announcing his acceptance into the Olympic Programme last 
month, we sat down with Anton Adewale to discover more about 
this talented Crawley student.

Fourteen-year-old Anton Adewale looks like your typical teenager. 
Slight ly shy and unimposing, his slight frame gives nothing away 
from the gruelling 27 hour schedule he undertakes every week 
ONTOP of his studies.  Anton trains for the mens art ist ic which is 
made up of six apparatus, The Vault , The Floor, Pommel Horse, 
Rings, Parallel bars and Horizontal bar.  Read more - click here
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https://www.crawleynews24.co.uk/the-crawley-student-who-is-inspiring-everyone/
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Patrick Alexander (AKA Bike it  
Pat) works for Sustrans - 
https://www.sustrans.org.uk and 
has been working across a range 
of TKAT Primary schools 
encouraging children to get out 
and get act ive by going pedal 
mad.

The Mill Primary Academy did a 
bike ride to Goffs park with a 
group of children who had 
already completed the Sustrans 
bike club. Children were then 
tasked with ident ifying lichen in 
the park as a key indicator of Air 
Quality.  They will cont inue with 
this work by sett ing up and 
monitoring a range of air quality 
monitors around the school 
grounds.

Seymour Primary Academy 
delivered two ?Bike Days? where 
every child from year three to 
year six had a chance of 
part icipat ing in a fun and act ive 
bike skills session that 
culminated in an obstacle course 
(see right). Over 100 bicycles 
were counted at Seymour 
Primary on both Bike Days.

The Oaks Primary also linked a 
Dr Bike event with a Bike It  
Breakfast. Bike It  Pat was 
relieved to have support from 
Henry from Decathlon Crawley 
who helped inspect the 59 bikes 
in the shed that day!

Contact Bike it  Pat at: 
patrick.alexander@sustrans.org.uk  

07799 037436

July 10
3.30-5.30
Seymour 
Primary 
School
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SPREADING PEDAL MAGIC IN TKAT SCHOOLS
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https://www.tes.com/news/three-tips-more-effective-modelling by Laurence Holmes (The Mill Primary Academy)

Three t ips for more effect ive modelling:  

Modelling is a crucial step in helping pupils to master new concepts
In his 2015 book Leading, former Manchester United manager Sir Alex Ferguson writes that the way to get the best 
out of people is by ?gett ing them accustomed to triumphs, and convincing them that they are capable of improving 
their performance?.

This holds true for pupils as much as for footballers ? and modelling is one the most important tools that a teacher can 
use to make sure this happens.

1. Live modelling 

This is an "I do, you watch" approach that involves focused instruct ion. The teacher models the skill or act ivity in front 
of the students in real t ime, verbalising the thoughts and act ions involved as they do so. For example, modelling writ ing 
a narrat ive paragraph on the board before you ask pupils to attempt the same.

It  is crucial that you verbalise your thinking as well as your act ions, because this is the part  of the process that will be 
less obvious to pupils. A recent Educat ion Endowment Foundation report  on metacognit ion stresses the importance of 
?modelling the thought process of an expert learner?. You are the expert here, so make sure that you make your 
thought processes explicit  to pupils.

2. Small steps modelling

The easiest way to approach any task is to break it  down into small chunks, rather than trying to tackle it  as a whole. 
Teaching pupils to split  up a task into manageable parts and then to priorit ise and sequence these appropriately will 
help them to experience success.

In my opinion, there is no better approach to this than maths teacher Craig Barton?s ?worked example?. Barton?s 
method involves drawing a line down the middle of your board, so that you can have a completed example (which you 
have already modelled working through, step by step) on the left  and a mathematically similar example for pupils to 
attempt for themselves immediately after the demonstrat ion.

Having the visual reminder of the individual steps you took will support pupils to break up the quest ion and repeat the 
steps themselves.

3. Model misconcept ions

Often, when we model, we will present to pupils "what a good one looks like" (WAGOLL). But how often do we take the 
t ime to model common mistakes and how to overcome them?

Part of your lesson planning process should involve thinking through the likely misconceptions that your pupils may 
arrive at in the topic, and considering how you will tackle these.

If you can ident ify common mistakes in advance and then demonstrate and discuss these with pupils before they begin 
a task, you will save yourself from having to repeatedly give the same feedback about the same mistakes as you 
circulate the room. Instead, you will be free to give more useful, personalised feedback that will help each child to 
succeed.I learned to model effect ively on school playing fields, in my former life as a secondary PE teacher. It  was there 
that I honed the skills of pract ical demonstrat ion that would allow pupils to go away and confident ly pract ise a new 
concept unt il they had mastered it .

Modelling can take many forms. Here are some of the approaches you can take to model well and help pupils to 
become ?accustomed to triumph?.

https://www.tes.com/news/three-tips-more-effective-modelling

